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Ben mentions working in the “pits.”   Standing in pits about six feet 
deep, the worker sets up targets shaped like a man for soldiers to aim 
at in target practice.
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Postcard from Camp Croft, South Carolina
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Monday nite
(In the Latrine)

Dear Folks,

Well, the first day on the range wasn’t bad at all, except for the 50 minute 
hike to & from, over the worst trail you ever laid your eyes on.  Hilly, rutted, 
& strewn with stones.  The sun wasn’t out at all in the morning for which I 
was mighty thankful because I fired in the morning.  It was only practice fire 
but I made a pretty good score.  Here’s the score picture --

Prone position 54 points out of sixty
Sitting        “ 36     “  out of forty
Squatting   “ 35     “   out of forty
Kneeling     “ 37     “             out of forty
Standing     “ 34     “             out of forty   (most unsteady 

position & was only luck that I got 3 bulls eyes in this.  This was above the 
average of the other fellows in this position.

But I’m not gloating over this score because it was just practice.  I’m 
worried about the rapid fire but hope for the best.

Your package was waiting for me when we arrived back tonite.  Those 
pears sure were delicious.  I’m going to take an orange & 2 pears with me 



on the range tomorrow to eat with my lunch.  The apples didn’t stand up too 
well, though.

Well I’ve got to get to sleep as we’re getting up at 3:30.
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Oh, I forgot to tell you that I was in the pits in the afternoon.  Nice & cool 
there & wasn’t hard work either.  I’m going to be in the pits tomorrow 
morning too & shoot in the afternoon.

Love,   Ben


